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explanation. 
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and "X is the exact, amount" paragraph irt DYNAMIC MEMORY 
USAGE section. 
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Sort/Utility will perform atl of the fLnctions of IBM's $0SORT 
program. Specifications may be given in free format, as in the 
SUR.T language, or in the fixed f jeld for~at of $0SURT. 

A selected subset of the input records m~y be processed. iecords 
of an input file may be included or e~cluced frcm sort processing 
depending on selected conditions. 

The format and contents of the output records may differ from the 
input appearance. fields in a record Ray be rearranged or 
excluded. Characters may be forced into chosen positions. 
Setected fields •ay be summed together to provide user processing 
during the sort run. 

Different record formats may be specified ~ithin the same output 
file. Selected. criteria ~ill determine the arrangement and 
s el e c t i o .n of f i e l d s i n a r e cord, and there ma •; t> e nu mer o us set s 
of criteria for one output file. 

The order of the output file may be controlled by the user. 
~ecords may be sorted in ascending or descending order. The 
norral collating sequence can be altered to allow the ordinal 
value of a character to be controlled. 

In addition, Sort/Utility has the ability to handle right or left 
signed, packed or unpacked fields. Character or numeric type 
data may be specified. Also, zore or digit portions of 
characters may be used. 
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This section of ·the document discusses the use of free format 
specifications. The free format .syntax i~ given initially• with 
abbreviation defini.tio~s immediately following. Examples of each 
type of free format statement are als~ given. Those statements 
preceded by the •ymbol ">" are combi.ned in~o a sa•ple executi9n 
of SOfiTIUTlllTY~ The equivalent fixed for•at syntax is given in. 
the final example. 

The free format syntax has some extensions to the capabilities 
allowable in fixed format. CharacteT constants are restricted 
only by recorQ size in free format. The unsigned nu~eric• UN, 
pac~ed data type exists only in free format. The ZIP• RESTA~T. 
TIMING and STABLE options .exist only in free for•at syntax. 

The TEACH option wilt produce eQuivalent free format 
specificatlons to any given input specifications. It is ~esigned 
to aid ir converting fixed format to free for1at syntax. 

There is no specific restriction on the nu1ber of Record and 
field type statements that may be specified. The limiting factor 
is the a1ount of dynami~ me•ory available• as this j s where the 
intor•ation is stored. · 

The entire ;nput .record size is used for interpreting free. format 
jnput; therefor~, there must be no secuence numbers in the input 
t.ile specifications. 
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<May be specified only once> 

NOPRi HT 
f ILE IN 

OUT 
COLLATE 

don't print• must be the first to~en 
C<name>J C<in.part>C<close.ty~e.in>J) ••• name & dttributes 
C<name>J (<out.part>l<close.type~out>J) 1-16 lNs & 1 OUT 
{FILE C<na•e>) } n~me of external collate file 
{ C <collate constant> > J collating seQuence to be used 

ZlP •<tit>~ zipped at EOJ 

~~~IH~b ~~&l£!~A!lQ~~ 
CHay be specified only once• with th~ exception of "flXEO" and ":"> 
. . 
NOSO~T 

ORUP CONTROL 
CONTROL <int> 
TEACH CC<name>)J 

ttEC moryl <int> 
SUMMAIHZE 
RESTART C<int>l 
TAG SORT 
STABLE 
FIXED I<int>J •• 
SYNTAX 
I IH1HG 

rest of line contajns a comment 
don't sort 
don't keep control fields in output records 
maximum key field length 
print the tree format equivalent, ~nd 
optionatly save on disk 
dynamic Memory to le used in bytes 
add summarydata fields of duplicate records 
make restartable or restart job number <int> 
output is a tagfile of 8-digit packed decimals 
duplicate records retain input order 
Read all or next <int> cards as fixed format 
check spec cards .fof' syntax only 
print VSORT timirg report 

**Hust be the ~nly specification appearing on its input record 
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Jit~JHi.C I!f t: . ~fL.&Jf l~AllJJ~~ 
lRecord selection a~d record type defirition> 

lNCLUOE CC<disp>{EQL*l "<lit>"C<length~1C<type>JlCANOJ ••• J ••• 
DELETE CNEQ 1 ;<hex>~ l* UA* COR*l 

CLSS l #<num># 
CGTR J <di sp> 
CLEQ l 
CGEQ 1 

* Denotes default vatue 

El~LY ~fI~lEl~A!!~N~ 
lOutput record description of each record type) 

KEY C <disp> <length> C<order>l C<type>l > ••• 
A• UA• 

FORCEKEY CREHAP51 < C<disp> <const>J <const> C<order>1 
A* 

DATA C <disp> <length> C<type>l l ••• 
UA• 

FORCEDATA ( <const> ) ••• 

CUA•] ) 
CALPHA l 
CZ ONE J 
COIGITJ 

... 

SUHHARYOATA C <disp> <length> C<type>l [~overflow length>] > ••• 
UA-ir 

OVERFLO~ CC <const> C<const>J )J 

* Denotes default value 
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UIUL T 11 } 

} 

CMULTil 

} 

<name> = a file name according to HCP file na1ing conventions, 
except left and right parentheses aust oe in quotes 

<disp> and <length> = integer bytes such that displacement 
plus length is less than 8192 

<canst> = "<lit>" or •<hex>~ 

<collate constant>= "<lit>" or ~CC<hexpair>)J<hexpair>C-<hexpair>J~ 

<hexpair> = a pair of single <hex> characters 

<type> = ALPHA*• UA*• NU~ERIC1 U~• SA• RSA, SN• lSN• ZONE• or DIGIT 

0, <order> = ASCENDING or A1 DESCENDING or 1) 

0 

<lit> = any EBCDIC characterls) .. Two adjacent quotes denote one quote. 

<hex> = any character Cs> 0-9 and A-F 

<int> = any unsigned integer 

<num> = any signed integer 

<rsz> = record size in bytes 

<har> = hardware: DISK C <disk.part> ), PACK C <disk.part> ), 
TAP£ C C <tape.part> ) J, CARO, CARUS or PRHITER 

<disk.part>= disk attributes: <records per area> [<number of areas>] 

<tape.part> = tape attribute: O• 0001 f, or EVEN; implies 7 track 

<rpb> = records per block 

<overflow length> = field length + overflow length in bytes 

<close.type.in> =PURGE 

<close.type.out> = RELtASE <not disk) 
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•>" The right arrow denotes statements used in the sample 
SORT job found in the EXAMPLE at the end of this section. 

NOPRINT 

Requests that no listing of the input cards 
this instruction is left out a listing will 
an error. is found the specification cards 
listed from that point on. 

NOS ORT 

be generated. 
ae generated. 

and errors 

I f 
If 

are 

Oo not sort the file, just create the output file as 
specified. It this instruction is left out• a sort is 
performed. 

DROP CONTROL 

This requests that the key fields, Ci.e., fields specified 
with the KEY and fORCEKEY statements), be dropped from the 
output records. If this instruction is not given, the key 
fields will be included in the output file records. 

>CONTROL 6 

The •aximum control field length of ary record type is 
specified as 6 bytes. 

TEACH 

Print the free format equivalent of the input specifications. 

TEACH C<filenamel>) 

Print the free format equivalent of the input specifications 
and s.ave them on disk as file <filename!>. 
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The default m~morv for the sort ~hase is 
integer specified, greater than 81000• 
•e•ory size. In this instance• 12.coo 
be used. 

8•000 Dytes. Any 
will be used as the 

bytes of memorf will 

HE <integer> 

Same as MEMORY. 

>SUMMARIZE 

Perform a sort summarizing th~ SU~MARYOATA fields. 
SUHHARYOATA fiet.ds occuring in records .with duplicate control 
fields will be added together. 

RESTART 

Restart information is ~ept. 

0 RESTART 2060 

0 

Restart the job with parent job nu1ber 2080. 

TAGSORT 

Create a tag file of relative record numbers, 4 bytes per 
record. 

STABLE 

Records ~ith·duplicate keys are output in the same order in 
which they were input. 

ZIP "EX OHPALL" 

The command is ZIP-ped to the HCP at the en~ of the job. 
Before terminating• SORT/UTILITY will ZIP "EX OMPALL" string. 

FIXED 

The rest of the input is in fixed format. 
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The next five cards of input are ir fixed format. 

FILE IN <file na11el> CTAPE CUOO) 10) IN <TAP£ 10> IN <fHe name3> 
<JAPE 10 PURGl> OUT <filename4> CTAPE 10) 

Specifies that there are three inp~t files and one output 
file on tape• with record sizes of lQ bytes. The third input 
file• <file name3>• is to be closed purge. The second input 
file will be unlabeled. The first input file. <f ite na•el>• 
has odd parity implying a 7-track tape. 

FILE IN <file namel> COISK C20> 80 MULTI PURGE> 

One input file is s~ecified. It is on disk with a record 
size of 80 bytes. It is a multiple pac~ file and the file is 
to be closed purge. No output filE attributes are specified. 

>FILE OUT <file namel> CDISK DEFAULT> IN <file name2> COISX DEFAULT> 

One input file on disk and one outp~t file on disk are 
specified. Their file attributEs will default to the file 
header's attributes. 

FILE OUT <file namel> CDISK (SO 75) 80) 

~o input files ~~e specified. One output file on disk with a 
record size of 80 bytes is specified. There are 50 records 
per area with a maximum of 75 areas. 

NOTES: 

1. Specifying an output file. to be closed purge is not 
valid. 

2. The ordec of the IN and (JUT parts of the FILE statement 
is not restricted. 

3. 

4. 

file names 
conventionsJ> 
be in quotes. 

follow standard Ble00/81700 file naming 
except that teft and right parenthesis must 

The fHe statement is optional. file equates spec1fied 
at exec;uti on ti me will over r id e file statement 
specifications. Hissing attributes will be given SOL 
defaults unless ·the file is on disk. In this case the 
attributes will come from the di s le file header. The SOL 
defaults will be taken fro• the fBP of a f i Le with the 
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internal name of "DEFAULT". Attributes for output files 
described as DISK DEFAULT will co•e from the first input 
file if it ·resides on disk. Otherwise. attribute 
assign•ent is identical to that described above. CSee 
File Attribute Assignment Precedence.> 

One to sixteen input files are allowable in SORT/UTILITY. 
ln order for SOf<T/UfllITY to recognize that a file is to 
be included in· a-SORT/UTILITY ·execution• either the name 
field• f~B.NAHES• ~r the hardware type field• FPB.HOWR• 
must be altered in the files cor~esponding FPa. The 
internal fite names for these files are: INPUT• INPUT2• 
INPUT3 •••• INPUT16. 

6· Non-disk input files are copied and locked on the system 
p ac 1<. 
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If the value of the data begirning in byte position 1 of 
length one byte and type unsigned alpha is equal to the 
constant "2" of the same type 1nd length, include this 
record in the sort. Therefore, the first record would he 
included and the second would not. 

INCLUDE Cl LSS 40) 

If the valu~ of. the data beginnjng in byte pos1t1on 1 with a 
length of one byte is less than the data beginning in byte 
position 40 with the same length• include this reccrd in the 
sort. Both fields are defined to be unsigned alpha. Since 
neither a "2" or a "3" js less than "O" neither record would 
~e included. 

INCLUCE CS NEQ "BB" 2) 

Sort all reco~ds that do not contain the constant "88" in 
byte position 5 for length 2 where the constant and the 
co•parison field are of type unsigred alpha Cthe default>. 
Therefore, both records would be sorted. 

INCLUDE (13 GTR 17 4 UN) 

If the val~e pf the data. beginning in digit position 13 of 
length 2 bytes C4 digits> and type unsigned numeric is 
greater than the value of the data beginning in digit 
position 17 with the same length and ·type. include this 
record in the sort. Therefore, since ~0032~ is greater then 
~COOl~ and ~0002~ both records would be included in the sort. 

INCLUDE .est EQL 1-228# 4 RSN) 

Sort alt records containing -228 beginning in digit position 
51 for length 2 bytes (4 digits) where -228 and the 
com~arison field are of type right signed numeric, denoting 
packed specification. The number will oe converted to a 
packed format. Eoth records contain -228 in digit position 
51 in packed• right signed nu~eric format. Therefore, both 
records are included in the sort. 
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0 >INCLUDE C 30 LEQ 12452i ~ RSA> 

0 

Sort all records with a value less than or equal to the 
nu•ber 2452 in byte position 3C for length 5 bytes. The 
constant 2452 and the comparison field are of type right 
signed alpha. denoting unpacked s~ecification. The length is 
co•p~ted in 8 Dit bytes. The sign in this example is assumed 
t9 be positive and will be added on the right. Both positive 
2~52 and negative 2453 are less than or equal to positive 
2452 and both records will be incl11ded ir the sort. 

1NCLUOE (51 GEQ 42280~ 4 RSNl ANO C40 GE~ "000001" 6 UA) 

If the value of the field beginning in position 51 of length 
2 bytes (4 digits> and type right signed numeric is greater 
than or equal to -22e, and the value of the field beginning 
in position 40 of lengt~ 6 bytes a~d type unsigned alpha is 
greater than or eQuat to the suing "OOC001 "' then include 
the record in the sort. Both concit1ons w.ust be satisfied to 
qualify a record for sorting. lhe constant ~2280~ denotes 
the actual contents of the data field. In this exa•ple, both 
records wilt be included in the sort as they both salisfy the 
two conditions specified. 

INCLUDE (30 EQL ~f5f2~ 5 RSA> OR (35 EGL "LAST" 5) 

If the value of the field beginning in byte position 3~ of 
length 5 bytes and type signed alpha is equal to 52• 
<right-justified• zero filled), or if the value of the field 
beginning in byte position 35 of length 5 bytes and type 
unsigned alpha is equal to "LAST "• Cteft-j~stified• blan~ 
filled>• then inctude the record in the sort. One of these 
two conditions must be satisfied if a record is to be 
inct~ded in the sort.. In this e~a~ple• neither record will 
be included in the sort as neither record ~ontains the value 
52 in positions 30 through 34, or the string "LAST "in 
positions 35 through 39. 

NOTES: 

1. The word "ANt" in this context denotes a continued 
condition. The word "OR" derotes a new condition. If 
alt conditions are true when a~ "OR" is reached, the 
current record is assumed to belong to the current group. 
If a false condiiion occurs when an "ANO" is reached, the 
•ANO• s~ate•ents are skipped and processing continues 
with the next •OR" statement. 

2. A time savings can be realiz~d if INCLUDE statement~ can 
be organized into "groups". A "group" consists of any 
consecutive INCLUDE state-ents th~t have like 
displ•ceeent1 length, type, ha~e a relation of equal• 
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<"EQL")• and refer to a constant for factor-2. They must 
not be connected by "ANO"s. 

OELETE 

The format for DELETl is the same as for INCLUDE. 
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This key 'field begins in byte position 35 of the input file. 
It is 5 bytes in length and unsigned alpha type. It is to be 
sorted in ascending order. In this example the first record 
would sort before the second recotd since "FIRST" is of lower 
vatue than "SECNO". 

KEY C35 5 D) 

This key field begins in byte position 35 of the input file. 
It is of length 5 bytes and type unsigned alpha. It is to be 
sorted in descendinc,;• D• order. In this example the second 
record ~ould sort ~efore the first record• since "SECNO" is 
of higher value than "FIRST". 

KEY (30 5 A kSAl 

This ~ey field begins in by~e position 30 of the input file. 
It is of length 5 bytes and type right signed alpha. It is 
to be sorted in ascending• A• order. Therefore• the second 
record witl sort before the first record since -2453 is of 
less value then 2452. 

KEr (51 4 0 RSN> (35 SJ 

There are two key fields. The first key begins in digit 
position 51 of the input file. It is 2 bytes (4 digits> in 
length and of type right signed numeric. It is to be sorted 
in descending orde~. The second key begins in byte position 
55 of the input file. It is of length S bytes and type 
unsigned alpha. It is to be sorted in ascending ·order. 
Therefore• since the value of the field beginning in digit 
position 51 is the same C-228) in both records• the second 
key then further determines the crder of the records. In 
this case the first record will sort first• as "flRST" is of 
less val~e than •SECNO". 
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fORCEKEY statements always define one.byte of the output record. 

fOHCEKEY C .. A") 

Unconditionally• the character "A" is placed into the next 
byte position in the output record. It forss a new key field 
one byte in length• to be sorted in ascending order. 

>FURCEKEY (1 af 2~ "A .. ALPHA) 

If the character in byte position 1 of title input record is 
equal to a "2" C~F2a>, pl~ce an "A" in the next byte position 
in the o~tput record. Otherwise• since the key is sorted in 
ascending (default> order• ~ff~ is placed in this position. 
A descending ~ey would cause ~00~ to be supplied. Thus• the 
first reco.rd would cause an "A" to be placed in its 
corresp~nding output record. lhE second record would cause 
a FF~ to be entered. 

f ORCfKEY (1 "2" "A" A ALPHA) REMAPS CZ "0" "8" A ZONE> REMAPS 
("C" Al 

In this case. each condition a~plies to the same byte 
position in the output record which is the next position. If 
the character in byte position 1 of the input record is equal 
to "2" then pl•ce an "A" in the output record. If it is not 
~qual to "2"• and if the zone portion Cleftmost 4 bits) of 
the character in position Z of the input record is equal to 
the 2one portion of the character "O" <•F•>• place a "B" in 
this position of the output record. If neither of these 
first conditions are true, place a "C" in the output record. 
Thus• the first record would cause an "A" to be output and 
the second record would ca~se a "e~ to be output. In every 
case the resul~ing key will be sorted in ascending order. 

fORCE~EY (1 "2"· "A" D> REMAPS C2 "0" "B" 0 OIGIT> CS "A" "l" UA) 

the first two conditions descrioed in this "fORCEKEY~ 
statement pertain to the same byte position in the 'output 
file record. The third conditior pertains to the next byte 
due to the lact of the word "R(HAPS". If the character in 
byte position 1 of the input record is eQual to a "2~ then 
place an "A" i~to the current byte position of the output 
record. If it is not a "2"' and if the digit portion 
<rightmost 4 bits> of the character in position 2 of the 
input record is eQual to the digit portion of the character 
•o" C~O~> place a "8" in this position of the output record. 
Otherwise, ~00~ will be entered since the key is to be sorted 
in descending order. 
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The third condition causes the current output record position 
to be updated by one byte. lt states that if the character 
in byte position 5 of the input record is an "'A" pl ace 1 "'Z" 
in the .new posit ion of the input record. Otherwise .. tlOO• is 
entered as d~scribed above. 

Therefore .. the first record causes· a~ "A" and a "Z" to be 
placed in its corresponding output record. ·The second record 
causes a "S"' and a "l" to be output. 

>fORCEKEY REMAPS <1 "'2" "A" ALPHA> REH~PS Cl •rotl •c2• ALPHA> 
REMAPS ("C") 

The ~ord "REMAPS~ states that all force character conditions 
ap~ly to the preceding specified key output position.· 
Therefore .. this statement must follow a "KEY" or a "fOHCEKEY" 
statement. The first condition states that if the character 
in byte positjon 1 of the jnput file record is equal to· "2"• 
then •A• is put in the last byte position specified in the 
previous key statement. · Conditio~ two states that if the 
character beginning in digit position 1 of the input file 
record is equal to "O" <•FOa> .. then a "a" <~C2~> is put in 
the sa11e position in. the output record. The third condition 
states that· 'if neither of the previous conditions is true• a 
•c• is placed .in this saBe positi·an of the output file 
record. This field ~ill be sorted in ascending order Cthe 
def at.1l"tl • 
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One output record field is described. The data field 
beginning in byte position 1 of the input record with length 
6 bytes and type unsjgned al~ha is to begin in the next 
position of the output record and given the same len;th and 
type. 

>DATA (7 4 ZONll 

One output record field is described. The data field 
beginning •n byte position 7 of the input record with length 
4 bytes and type. ZONE is to begin in the next position of the 
output record and given the same length and type. The field 
i s pr e f i ll e d . w it h a 4 0 ~ ' s and on t y t h e z on. e s a r e mo v e d • 

OAJA (49 2 Shl Cll 14 DIGIT> 

Two output record fields are described here. The data field 
beginning in digit position 49 of the input record with 
length 1 byte C2 digits> and type signed nuweric, is to be 
placed in the next byte of the output record and assigned a 
type of signed numeric. The data field beginning in byte 
position 11 of the input record with length 14 bytes and type 
digit, js to begin in the next position of the output record 
and given the saae length and type. The field is prefilled 
with •ro~•s and only the digits are moved. 
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The use of FORCED-TA implies that an unconditional force to 
the next output oyte position is to be performed. One 
unconditional force is specified. The constant "4" of type 
unsigned alpha is to be moved to the next output record byte 
position. 

fOffCECATA <"4") <•Cl;> 

ln this easer the con~tant "4"~ of type unsigned alphar is to 
be placed in the next output reccrd byte position. The 
constant "A" C~Cl~) of type unsigned alpha is to be placed in 
the next output record byte position following the "4"• 
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Tha field beginning in byte positton 1 of the input record• 
wtth length 4 b~tes and type unsigned alpha is to be 
sua1arized~ <added together>* duttng a su1•ary sort. The 
•axiau• size allowed for the output field is 4 bytes. There 
will be no duplicate ~eys in the output file. Ouring SORTR 
type of sort• the field will not be su••arized and will thus 
be treated as a OATA specification. During an AODROUT sort 
the field is ignored. 

>SUMHARYDATA (13 4 SN> 

The field beginning in byte digit position 13 of the input 
reeord• with length Z bytes C4 digits> and type signed 
nu•eric• is to be summarized during a sum•ary sort. The 
••xi•u• size allowed for the output field is 2 bytes. There 
will be no duplicate keys in the output file. During a SORTR 
type of sort, the field will not be summarized and will thus 
be treated as a DATA specification. During an AOOROUT sort 
this field is ignored. 

SUHMARYCATA (51 4 SN 8) 

The field beginning in digit position 51 of the input record 
with length 2 bytes C4 digits> and type signed numeric is to 
·be su••arized during a sum•ary sort. The •aximum size 
allowed for the output field is·4 bytes C8 digits>. There 
will be no duplicate keys in the output file • During a 
SORTR type of sort, the iield is·not sum•arized and will be 
treated as a DATA specification. During an AODROUT sort 
these fields are ignored. 

SUHHARYCATA (51 4 SN 8) (1 4) 

Same as the above examples. though two SUHMARYDATA fields are 
specified here. 

NOTES: 

1. In a su•mary sort• the SUMMARYOATA fields must be in the 
same position for all record types. The fields do not 
have to refer to the same position in the input file. 

z. The first record type description containing summary 
specific~tions defines th~ sum•ary for•at for atl 
included records of any type. It is reco~mended that all 
record type descriptions contain su•mary specifications 

rrm 
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if one of them does. If a r~cord type description does 
not contain. summary specifications• the data 
~pecification should align the data for su•marization. 
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If overflow occurs in any SUMMARYDATA field• the next byte 
position in· the ~utput record wilt contain an "*"• lf no 
fields overflow• a b1an~ will be placed in this position. 

OVERflOW C "0") 

If overflow pccurs in any SUHMARYO~TA field• the next byte 
position in t~e out~ut record will contain the constant "0". 
If no fields overflow• a blank wilt be placed in this 
position. 

>OVERFLOW ("*" "N") 

If overflow occurs in any SUHMARYDATA field• the next byte 
position in the output record will contain an "*"• If no 
fields overflow• "N" witl be placed in this position. 

(j) OVERFLOW c;o6a "N") 

• 

If overflo~ occurs in any SUMHARYDATA field, the neit byte 
position in the out~ut record will contain t~e constant "0"• 
Cie. ~06~). ·.If no fields overflow• "N" will be placed in 
this pos1tion. 

NOTES: 

1. Only one overflow indicator ma) be defined for all recor~ 
types • 
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i ••..••. 5.~ ••••••• 10 •••••••• 15 •••••••• 20 •••••••• 25 •••••••• 10 •••••••• 35 
2 0 4 ~ A A T H I. S I S T H E f I R S T I 0 l 4 5 2 f 
f2fOf 4f4C1C1003200-01E3C8C9£2C9EZE3C8C5C6C909E2E3&12Z800050f Of2f 4f5f2C6 

36 •••••• 40 ••• ~ •••• 45.~······50 
I R S T -0 0 0 0 0 1 
C9U9EZE3fOfOfOf Of0f lOQOOOlOOOf 

(first record> 

1 ••••••• s ••••••••• 10 •••••••• 1s •••••••• 20 •••••••• 2s •• ~ •••••. 30 •••••••• 3s 
3 0 l 2 A A T H I S I S T H E S E C 0 N D 0 2 4 5 L S 
f 3fOf 3f2ClC100lZ0002E3C8C9E2C9E2E3C8C5E2C5C30605C422800040fOf2F4FS03E2 

36 •••••• 40 •••••••• 45 ••• ~ •••• 50 
E C N D 0 0 0 0 0 Z 
C5C305C4FOFOfOfOfOf2000003001D 

Sort/Utility Language 

(second recof"d) 

FILE OUT <file namel> <DISK DEFAULT> IN <file name2> CDISK DEFAULT> 
NEHORY 12COO 
CONTROL 6 
SUMMARIZE 
INCLUDEC30 LEQ 124521 5 RSA> 
KEY <35 5) 
fORCEKEY REMAPS (1 "Z" "A" ALPHA> RE14A.PS Cl .iro' •cz~ ALPHID 

REMAPS c•c•> 
Cl ~f2~ "A" ALPHAi 
0 AT A < 1 4 ZONE> 
fOffCEDATA ("4") 
SUMHARYDATA (13 4 SN> 
OVERFLOW (••• "N") 

' 

·I 
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145 •••• 0 •••• 5 •••• 0 •••• 5 •••• 0. 
OOOHSORTSRS &A 

0101 u 

070fNC 
oeorr c 
090Ff C 
100ff C 
110-rr c 
120FDZ 
130FDV 
140fSP 
l50FSV 

3 0 3 4LE C02452 

35 39 
1ZAX 
lOBX 

ex 
12A 

7 10 
4 

1 8 

Resulting OUtput Reiords 

14 

1 ••••••• 5 ••••••••• 10 •••••••• 15 
f I R S A A 4 N 
C6C9D9EZC1C100300000f 4003205 

1 ••••••• s ••••••••• 10 •••••••• ts 
S £ C .N C 4 N 
E2t5C305C3ff00300000f 4003205 
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(first record> 

(second record> 
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This section of the document discusses the various types of dis~ 
sort specifications that are allowed ir fixed for~at. The column 
nu•ber appears at the left-hand side of the page and the 
description of the functton of that column follows. Where a 
fixed for•at entry is restricted in combination with other 
entries• a state•ent of the restrictions occurs. The EXAMPLE at 
the end of Section 2 uses some fixed for•at s~ecificdtions. 

There is no specific restriction on the 
Field type state•ents that may be specified. 
is the a•ount of dynamic me•ory available• 
infor•ation is stored. 

number of Record and 
The limiting factor 

as this is where the 
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1-------1---------1-------------------------------------1 
ICtlU~NSI E~TRIES EXPLANATION ·--·---- ---------·-------------------------------------1-s 00000 Page and line number 

·------- ---------·--------------------------------~----
6 H Header line identjfjcation 

------- ---------·----~------------------------------~-
1-12 SORTA Addr out sort jot:> 

------~-~·-------------------------------------
SORTR I Tag along sort job 

---------·-------------------------------------SORTRS I Summary tag along sort job 

------- ---------·-------------------------------------13·11. 1-511 I Longest control f ietd 

te A Records sorted in ascending order 

--------- ----------------------------~--------0 Records sorted in descending order 

19 L All siqns on are on left of field 

Blank All signs are on right of field 
------- --------- -------------------------------------

20 Blank 

p 

r i rs t i n put file will not be 
closed PURGE 

first input file will be closed 
PURGE ------- --------- ------------~------------------------· 

21-25 Blank Not used ·------- ------- -- -------------------------------------· 26 Blank Use standard collating sequence 

--------- -------------------------------------· s Use alternate collating sequence 
1------- --------- -------------------------------------· 21 Blank Not used ------- --------- -------------------------------------· 

26 Blank Keep control fields ;n output I 
records in tag along sort jobs I 

--------- -----------~--------~----------------· X Drop control fields fro• output 
records in tag along sort jobs 

-------·--------- --------------------~----------------· 
29-32 I 1-8191 

I 
I Length of output records in tag 
I along sort jobs 

-------·---------·-------------------------------------· 35•39 I 0-99999 
I 

Additional 
the sort, 

storage size to execute 
above BK 

I 
1 

--- ----1- -~------1--- -- -- ------ -~- ---- -- -- -- ---~- -------I 
Table 3.1 Summary of Header Specifications 
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Required and optional entries for header-type specifications are 
discussed in the subsection below. This discussion follows the 
for•at described in the first paragraph of this section. 

1-2 fJg~ ~YIQ~Ll The first part of a five-digit page and 
line sequence number. If the sequer,ce numbers given are 
in descending order, a warning will be issued. 

3-5 Li~~ NY~~g~i The second part of the five-digit sequence 

1-12 

number. If the sequence numbers given are in descending 
order, a warning will be issued. 

~iD§ Iin~l Column 6 of the header line contains an "H" 
to identify this line. 

!I~~~! ~g~i The type of disk sort required is specified 
in these colu1ns. SORTA means addrout CTAGSORT> sort. 
SORTR means tag-atong <DISK SORT> sort. SJRTRS means a 
summary tag-al~ng COISK SORT) sort. 

13-17 [i§!g I2l!l!. A description of the control field with the 
greatest length. The length• in characters or bytes. 
•ust not exceed 511. It is determined by adding together 
the lengths of the control fields {N, o, or f in column 
7> for each type of record. When each type has been 
separately totated1 the largest (longest> is specified in 
these columns. The number •ust be right-justified in the 
colu•n field provided on the coding form. 

18 .U.t.shu:.! Indicates the sequential order, ascendinc.; or 
descending, in which the records are to be sorted. The 
entry ts either A for ascending or n for descending. 

19 ~i.9Dll Ei!!!!tJ! This colu111n ·determines whether fields 
will be right or left signed. An l in this column 
specifies all ~igns will be on the left of the field; if 
the column is left blank all signs will be on the right 
of the field • 
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20 fil! &l~J~! T~is cclumn is left blank if the first input 
file is not to be closed purge. A P indicates the first 
input file will be closed purge. 

21-zs jJinil Hot used for disk sort processing. 

26 £Rl!i1in~ ~~gy~n£!! This column is left blank if the 
standard EBCDIC collating sequence is desired. An 5 in 
this column indicates that an alternate collating 
sequence, which must be specified throug~ an ALTSEQ 
statement• is to be used. 

28 

If an alternate collating sequence is desired• column 8 
in the record type specifications must not contain a P or 
a U which would indicate that the fields described are 
packed or unpacked. 

l!.9=!1SU!.9 YYl.12.Y1! This column applies to tag-along 
output only. · It indicates w~ether or not the program 
should drop control fields from the sorted output 
records. The. column is left blanlc if the control fields 
should not be dropped. An X in this colu•n indicates 

·that the control fields should be dropped. 

Conttol fields are nor•alty dropped if opposite control 
fields or an alternate collatjng sequence are used. 
furthermore, users must specify these control fields 
twic~ <once as control fields and once as data fields> if 
opposite control fields or an alternate collating 
sequence are being used. Specifying the same field as a 
data field means that the program does not change the 
field since data fields are not involved in the sorti~g 
process. 

29-32 l~g B~~!l.[g ~!~g!h~! When a tag-along sort is specified 
CSORTR or SORTRS), this field is used to specify the 
'length, of the output records written in the final sorted 
file. lhe length specified de~enos on whether the user 
has dropped control fields or not. If control fields are 
dropped• length includes only the data fields. If they 
are not~ the length must be a sum of both control fields 
and data f ietds. In either case, the sum of the control 
and the data fields must not exceed the maximum record 
lengths of 8191 bytes. 

w;; =rnnsv· 
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The nu•ber specified here will 

... 
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·-------·--------- -------------------------------------· ICOLUHNSI ENTRIES EXPLANATION 
·-------·--------- -------------------------------------· 
I 
I 

1-s 00000 - Page and tine nu•ber 
99999 ------- --·------- -------------------------------------· 

6 I Include line 

--------- -------------------------------------· 
0 Omit line ------- --------- -------------------------------------· 

1 A AND line --------- -------------------------------------· 
0 OR Line 

---------·-------------------------------------· Blank first line of a set of I or O type 

---------·-------------------------------------
* Comment tine 

-------·---------·-------------------------------------
8 c Use both zone & digit char. portions 

·---------·--------------------------·----------
I Z I Use only zone portion of 1-char fld 

---------·----------------------~--------------
D I Use only digit portion of characters 

----~----·-------------------------------------p Signed packed decisal data 

---------·-------------------------------------u Signed unpac•ed decimal data 

---------·--~----------------------------------1-8191 I factor-1 - beginning position 
I Cblank if field length one> 

-----~- ---------·-------------------------------------1-8191 Factor-1 - ending position 

--~---- ---------·-------------------------------------
17-18 EQ 

19 

NE 
LT 
GT 
LE 
GE 

c 

F actor-1 llUSt = factor-2 
Factor-1 must not = fact or-2 
factor-1 must be < than factor-2 
f actor-1 must be > than factor -2 
f actor-1 llU St be < = to f actor-2 
Fact or-1 must be > = to factor -2 

factor-2 is a constant 
·--------- -----------------·-------------------

f Factor-2 - another field in record 

-------·--------- -------------------------------------Z0-23 I 1-8191 factor-2 - beginning position 

-------·--------- --------~-~--------------------------2 4 - 2 1 I 1'-81 91 factor-2 - ending position 

-------·--------- ----------------~--------------------
20-39 ICharacter Factor-z constant - any characters 

-------·--------- -----------·-------------------------40-72 ICharacter Comments 

-------·--------- -------------------------------------
Table 3. 2 Summary of Record Type Specifications 
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'llL1~l 

1-2 

6 

f!i2 ttYlh![! The first ~art of a five-digit page and 
line sequence number. If the sequence numbers given are 
in descending order• a warning will be issued. 

LiJJ2 HYJll!!t.!. The second part of the five-digit sequence 
nu•ber. If the sequence nuabers given are in descending 
order• a warning will be issued. 

LiDI IX~!! Cotu•n 6 must contain either I for include or 
O for omit. The value I •ay be either include or 
include-all• depending on whether or not columns 7-39 
<record description> are blank. If rec~rd-type lines are 
used• the specifications •~st contain at least one 
include or include alli etherwise~ no records will be 
sort ed. 

Include: specifies which records are to be included. in 
the sort• according to the particular records fields that 
are described i~ colu•ns 7-39. 

Include-all: tells the sort progra• to sort all records 
that have not been described by any preceding include or 
omit lines. Only one include-all can be used per job, 
and it m~st be the last record-type line for that job. 

O•it: identifies what records are not to be sorted. 
O•it tines are not required and are normally fcllo~ed by 
an include-all line which tells the program to sort all 
records not described by omit lines. 

Sets: There are two types of sets: include sets and 
omit sets. An include set identifies one er •ore record 
types that should be 1ncluded in the sort. An o•it set 
identifies one or more record types that should be 
o•jtted from the sort. Sorting )y sets presumes that all 
the records .have at least one distinguishing 
characteristic in common. The rules for sorting by sets 
are as fallows: 

1. Att include sets must end with a field-description 
line. 

2. Omit sets never have field-descri~tion lines. 

3. Every omit set •ust De followed by an include set. 

4. The last set must be an include set. 

NOTE: A time savings can be realized if Include 
state•ents can be organized into "groups"~ A "group• 
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consists of any consecutive Include state•ents that 
have like displacement• length• type• have a relation 
of equal (EQ), and refer to a constant for factor-2. 
They must not be joined by "ANO"s. 

7 ~RD!iDY!.1.i9D ~C ~R•mAD!! Colu•n 7 indicates the line's 
relationship to the preceding tine for the specification 
of include and omit sets or indicates that this is a 

8 

com•ent line. Column 7 should contain on~ of th~ 
following entries: 

Blank The colu•n is left blank if it is the first of a 
set of include CI> or o•it CO> lines or is a 
single iriclude or omit line. 

A Stands for AND in relati~n to the previous include 
or o•it line. 

0 

* 

Stands for OR in relation to the previous include 
or omit line• i.e., a different record type than 
the ~revious line, but· the control field 
specifications are the same for both. 

Identities this line as a comment line which does 
not affect the sort in any way. The line is 
allowed purely for documentation. Comments are 
printed only if column 27 of the header line 
contains a zero or a blank. 

lnl~£~~~~1i2n! Specifies whether the data in the 
specified field is to be compared as character values or 
as numeric values dtiring co•pare operations. When the 
field contains alphanumeric data, c, z, ·or D •ust be 
specified. When the field cor:tains signed numeric data, 
P or U •USt be specified. If an alternate collating 
sequence 'is used, a packed or unpacked field may not be 
used in an include or o•it record-type specification. 
Su••aries of this infor•ation are presented in tables 3.3 
and 3.4. 
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**************************************** 
* Entry • Co•pare Operation * 
* Ccot 8) • • 
**************************************** 
* 
* 
* 

c * * * Use both zone and digit * 
* porti~n of the cha~acters * 

**************************************** 
* * * • N • Unsigned packed nuaeric * 
• * data * 
*******************************~******** 
* 
* 
* 

l 
.. * 
* Use only the zone portion * 
* of the characters * 

**************************************** 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

D 

p 

* * Use only digit portion 
* of the characters 

* * Numeric data is packed 
* <see note below>. 

* 
* 
fr 

fr 

fr 

* 
**************************************** 
• 
fr 

* 
u 

fr 

* Numeric data is unpacked 
* <see note below> 

* 
* 
* 

*************~************************** 

Tabte 3.3 Interpretation Entries 

Note: U and P are D21 allowed when an alternate collating 
sequence has been specified in conjunction with include 
or omit record-type statements. 
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***************************************************************** 
•For•at of * Entry • Definit;on • Considerations • 
•Nu•eric Data • <col 8> • • • 
***************************************************************** 
* * * * * 
•Unsigned * D * Number does not * Absolute values of• 
* * * have a sign. Both * the nu•bers are * 
* * * the zone and digit• used. At l zone * 
* * • portions are * portions are * 
* * * stored. * stored as ~fa * 
***************************************************************** 
* • * * * 
* * • Packed: Nu•ber ·* * 
* * * at ways carries a * s i g" control * 
* * * sign. Only the * C see note below> * 
* * p * digit port i or:s are• • 
* * * stored. * * 
* • * * * 
•Signed *************************************************** 
* * • * • 
* * * Unpacked: Nu1ber * * 
* * tr always carries a * Sign control * 
* fr * sign. Both the * C see note below> * 
* * u * zone and the digit• * • * • portions are * * 
* • * stored. • * 
• * * • * 
***************************************************************** 

Notes: 

Table 3.4 for•at of N~aeric Data 

t. The sign controls the co•parison. for example• -3 is 
less than zero and +5 is more than -6. 

2. Before co•paring nu•eric data• disk sort converts any 
leading blanks to zeros. 
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[J~1~L:1 b9~J1ign! Columns 9•12 identify where the 
factor•l field begins in the record. Columns 13-16 
identify where it ends. 

kote: factor•l is the data being compared in the 
record-type statements. factor-2 is the data factor-1 is 
compared against. 

The length of the field cannot exceed the length of the 
record being sorted. for example• an 60•colu1n record 
may have a maximum factor•l entry of 80. 

Entries are right•justif ied in columns 9-12 and 13-1& for 
beginning and ending columns, respectively. When a 
length of one character is involved• columns 9-12 are 
left blank and the single record position is entered in 
the field ll-16. 

17-18 H.il!li!!D.! The relationship between factor-1. and factor-2 
•ust be specified and must be one of the standard 
relational operators listed below. If an alternate 
collating. sequence is used, both factor-1 and factor-2 
are modified before the comparison is made. 

The relationship must be one of the following: 

EQ (factor-1 must be equal to factor-2. > 

NE (f actor-1 is not equal to factor-2.> 

LT Cf actor-1 i s less than fact or-2.) 

GT <Fact 0.--1 is great er than factor-2.> 

LE <fact or-1 is less than or equal to factor-2.> 

GE <factor-1 i s greater than or equal to factor-2.> 

19 fi§l~ 2£ ~2D~!aD!1 Identifies whether factor-2, the 
field factor-1 is to be compa.-ed to• is a constant or a 
field. When a C is entered, coluans 20-39 are used to 
define the constant. When an f is entered, colu•ns 20-21 
are u~ed to identify the locatiori of the factor-2 field 
within the record. 
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20-21 

20-39 

[.1&1.Slr.:z. Eit!jJ! f actor-z •ust t>e the same length as 
factor-t and must be located within the sa•e record. 
Similar to factor-1 declarations, the starting position 
of .the field is declared Cright•just;fied> in columns 
20-23 and the ending position is declared 
<right-justified> in colu•ns 24•Zl. One-character fields 
are described with an entry in the end~ng-column half of 
the field only. 

fJ-'1m::z. ~2D~!iD!1 When factor-2 is a constant• the 
constant is entered in columns 20-39. Note that the 
length of the constant must be the same as the length of 
factor-1• for a ~atid comparison. The constant may be 
declared as any valid EBCDIC character' or string of 
characters. Alphabetic or alphanu•eric constants are 
left-justified within the field. 

Numeric constants must be right-justified within the 
field length specified in factor-1 <within twice the 
field length if factor-1 is a packed number), with 
leading zeros or blanks. for example• a S-position 
factor-1 that is being compared to the numeric constant 
•123• •ust be declared as "00123" or " 123" since the 
two fields •ust be the sa•e length. In this example• 
"123" is right-justified in a 5-position field. 

Signed constants: If factor·l is a packed number• the 
last digit in the constant must ~e its sign C+ or ->. If 
factor-1 is an unpacked negative number• the last 
character in the constant must be one that indicates both 
the numeric value of the last digit and the negative sign 
for the entire constant. See TaDle 3.4.5. 

40-72 ~Jlll.!lll!!i These columns are available for any co1111ents 
that the user wishes to make. ·Comments have no effect on 
the program's operation. 
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-----------------------------------------~------Coding Negative Unpacked Constants 

------------------------------------------------If last digit 
'"constant is 

Character 
used 

Hexadecimal 
Equivalent 

------------------ ~------------·---------------0 } 

------------------ -------------·---------------1 J 

------------------ -------------·---------------2 K 

------------------ -------------·---------------3 L 

-------------·---------------
4 " ------------------ -------------·---------------5 N 

------------------·-------------·---------------
6 0 

------------------·-------------·---------------
7 p 

---~--------------·-------------·---------------
8 Q 

------------------·----------~-~·---------------R 

------------~-----------------------------------

Table 3.4.5 Coding Negative Unpacked Constants 
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·-------·--------~--- ----------------------------------ICOLUHNSI CONTENTS EXPLANATION 
·-------·------------ ----------------------------------
I 1•5 
l 

00002 
99999 

Page and tine nu•ber 

·-------·------------ ----------------------------------
6 F Field specification line 

·-------·------------ ----------------------------------7 N Normal control field 

·------------ ----------------------------------0 Opposite control field 

·------------ ----------------------------------F forced control field 

·------------ ----------------------------------
0 Oata field 

·--~--------- ----------------------------------s I Summary data field 

·------------·----------------------------------
* Comment lirie 

------- ------------1----------------------------------
p Signed packed decimal data 

------------·----------------------------------u Signed unpacked decimal data 
------------·----------------------------------c Field uses zone & digit chars 

z Uses zone portion of 1-char field 

------------ ----------------------------------
0 Uses digit portion of characters 

v Forces data character into field 

9•12 1-8191 Starting position of field 
Cblank if field length one> ------- ------------ ----------------------------------13-16 1-6191 End position of field in record 

~-------·------------17 IAny nonblank forced field conditional char 

1-------1------~----- ----------------------------------
18 IAny nonbtank Forced field substitute char 

1~------1------------ ----------------------------------
I 
I 
I 
I 

19 I Blank 
I ·-------------

Not blank 

For c e d f i e l d not 
pr-eceding of the 

a continuation 
line 

Forced field continuation 

·-------·------------ ----------------------------------· t 20-22 1-999 SumMary overflow field length 

·-------·------------ ----------------------------------· 23-39 Not used Not used 

·-------·------------ ----------------------------------· l 40-72 IAny text Comments characters 

1-------1------------ ----------------------------------· 
Table 3.5 Sueaary of field Descripticn Specifications 
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Output records 
according to the 
s pee if i cations. 
those fields. 

fro• a disk sort are formatted (arranged> 
instructions of the sort's field-description 

This subsection defines the proper syntax for 

1-2 fJS• KY•kA£l The first part of a tive-digit page and 
line sequence number. If the sequence nu•bers given are 
in descending order• a warning will be issued. 

3•5 Jj,n~ ~y1gA~l The second part of the five-digit sequence 

6 

1 

number. If the sequence numbers given are in descending 
order• a warning will be issued. 

LiD~ !~Q!l Column & of the field line contains a 
preprinted ~ to identify this line. Addrout sorts 
CSORTA> use field lines describing control specifications 
only. The field lines used by tag-along sorts CSORTR> 
and suamary tag-along sorts CSORTRS> may be either 
control fields <used to sort the records) or actual data 
fields. In addition, field lines for sum•ary t~g-along 
sorts describe the fields that the program is expected to 
su••af'ize. 

[jJ:!.!i IX.DJ! .Q[. .GJiBAJUl!~.! Ent r i es i n t hi s 
chosen from the table below: 

colu111n are 
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************************************************************** 
* Entry * Specifies: 
* Ccol 7> * * 

* 
************************************************************** 
* .. 
•· 
* • 
* 

D 

* * 
*This is a data field. It is used for tag-along * 
* CSORTR. SORTS> sorts only. If a 0 entry is used • 
* during an addrout sort• it is treated as a * 
* comment line. * 
* * 

************************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

N 

* * * A nor•al control field. Sort this field so that * 
* data fro• the field is in the sequence specified * 
* in column 18 of the header tine. • 
* * 

************************************************************** 
* * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

0 
* lhi·s is an opposite control field. Sort this * 
* field so that the dat~ from the field is in the * 
* sequence opposite that specified in colu•n 18 * 
* of the header line. * 
* • 

************************************************************** 
* * • 
• 
• 
* 
* 

F 
* This is a forced control field which specifies 
*that the control field should be modified 
* according to the entries in columns 9-19. 
* 

* • 
* 
* 

************************************•*******************•••••• 
* • 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

s * .. 
• This is a sum•ary data field. It is used for • 
• summary tag-along sorts CSORTRS> only. If an S * 
*is entered during an addrout sort• the line is • 
*treated like a co•ment line. If an Sis entered* 
• during a tag-along sort• the fields are treated * 
• as nor•al data fields. • 
* * 

********•****************************************************• 
* 
* 
* 

• This is a comment line. 
* 

* 
* 
* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Table 3·6 Interpretation Entries 
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7 ~J1~ EiJ!gl! CO in Column 7). Oata fields apply to 
tag-along CSJRJR, SORlRS> sorts only. They are fields 
that users wish to have inctuded in the output reco~ds. 
Control field lines must be declared before data fields 
within include sets. 

When a file has more than one type of record• the 
following conditions appty: 

* The nu•ber of data fields do not have to be the sa•e 
for al l r e c or d t y p e s • 

* The total lengths of all the data fields do not have 
to be the same for alt record types. Oisk sort 
places btan~s to the right of shorter data fields so 
that all total lengths are equal. 

Control fields: <N• o, or F in column 7>. These fields 
determine the sorted sequence of the output f ite. They 
apply to all three types of sorts; SORTR• SORTRS• SORTA. 

Opposite Control fields: indicates that the control 
field is to be sorted ;n opposite order from that 
specified in the header line. For example~ if the header 
line has established ascending order as the order for 
this field• a 0 specifies descending for this control 
field. 

If the file contains different record types, all of which 
have an opposite control field in the same record 
position, the column 8 entry must be one of the 
following: alt Os, alt Cs, alt zs, or any combination of 
Cs and Zs. Any other combinations produce unpredictable 
results. 

Packed or Unpacked Control fields: Control fields are 
changed while building the ~ork record to allow proper 
sorting of signed fields. Therefore• control field 
information •ust be dropped by entering an X in column 28 
of the header line. If users wish to maintain the 
original control field data in the output record, they 
•ust repeat the control information as a data field. 

Forced Control fields: Cf in colu&n 7). These fields 
are i&plemented in three •odes: Conditional, force-all• 
and Unconditional. 
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forced control fields affect the wor~ and output records 
only. The proper syntax for these •odes is found in the 
discussion of columns 17-19 below• and in Appendix B• 
FORCED-FIELD SORTING PROCEDURES. 

forced Control fields are defined according to the 
following conventions: 

* Only one character may be contained in a forced 
control field. 

* The force may be either conditional o' unconditional. 

* A force-alt line must be preceded by a conditional 
force line. 

When a file has •ore than one type of record: 

* Ihe number of control fields does not have to be the 
same for all record types. 

* The total lengths of the control fields do not have 
to be the same for all reccrd types. 

When records with duplicate control fields (records 
with all the control fields equal> are sorted• the 
order in which they are output cannot be guaranteed 
to be the same as the order in which they appear in 
the input file, i.e., the sort is not stable. 

Summary Data fields: An S in colu1n 7 defines a summary 
data field. Summary data fiElds •ay be defined for all 
three types of sorts, but the fields are added together 
(summarized) only in summary sorts. In tag-along sorts 
CSORTR>• sumMary fields are treated as normal data 
fields. In addrout sorts <SORTA), summary fields are 
treated as comments. 

In a sum•ary 
and out put 
always be in 
to be in the 

sort, the summary data fields in the work 
records for individual record types must 
the same position. The fields do not have 
same position in the input records. 

The first include set 
specifications defines the 
included records of any set. 
include sets contain summary 

that contains 
summary format 
It is recommended 

specifications if 

summary 
for all 
that all 

one of 
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the• does. If an include sEt does not contain summary 
specifications• the data specification should align the 
data for summarization. 

8 1D!§CR£~l!!i2D! Specifies whether the data in the 
specified field is to be co•pared as character values or 
as hexadeci•al values during compare operations. When 
the field contains alphanumeric data• c, z, or D must be 
specified. When the field contains signed numeric data• 
P or U must be specified. If an alternate collating 
sequence is used• a pac~ed or unpacked factor-1 aay not 
be used. When the field contains a y, a data character 
is forced into the data field. A su•mary of this 
information is presented in table 3.4. 
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·~······~******~************************ 
• Entry • Co•pare Operatio" * 

* • (col 8) * 
**************************************** 
* 
* • 

c * * 
* Use both zone and digit * 
• po,tions of the characters * 

**************************************** 
* 
* 
* 

N 
* 
• Unsigned packed numeric 
* data 

* 
* 
* 

**************************************** 
* 
* 
* 

l 
* * 
• Use only the zone portions * 
* of the characters • 

**************************************** 
* 
* .. 0 

* * Use only digit portions 
• of the characters 

* 
* 
* 

**************************************** 
·* 
* 
* 

p * * Numeric data. is pac~ed 
• <s~e note below>. 

* 
* 
* 

**************************************** 
* 
* 
* 

u 
• * Nu•eric data is unpacked 
* <see note below>. 

* 
* 
* 

**************************************** 
• 
* 
* 

v * • Force one data character 
• into the data field. 

* 
* 
* 

**************************************** 

Table 3.7. Interpretation Entri~s 

Note: U and P are D~l allowed when an alternate collating 
sequence has been specified CS in column 26 of the header 
record>. 
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Tabte 3.8 shows possible combinations of colu•ns 7 and e. 

*********************** 
• Cot. ., 

* Col • 8 * 
*********************** 
* N or 0 * c * 
• * z * 
* * 0 * 
* .. p * 
* * u * 
*********************** 
* f * CCl> * 
* * ZCl> * 
• * 0( 11 * 
*********************** 
* 0 * c * 
* * z * 
* * D * 
* * p * 
* * u * 
• * v * 
*********************** 
* s * c * 
* * z * 
* • 0 * 
* * p * 

* * u * 

* * v * 
*********************** 

CU for an unconditional force and a force-all line• 
•ust contain a c. 

colu•n 8 

Tabte J.8. Possible Co•binations of Colu•ns 1-a. 
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[JI;L.Q:Ilf tl 

9•16 fit!g L2~i1lgn! Identifies the in~ut record positions 
that contain the record fields. Columns 9-12 <from> 
specify the starting position of a fieldJ columns 13-16 
the ending position of the field. The order in which the 
fields are described deter•ines the precedence of the 
control fields and the format of the output record. 

Entries •ust be right-justified• ending in columns 12 and 
16 respectively. One-character fields require a 
right-justified entry in columns 13-lG only. 

17 £gngili2~ill} [~L,!4 ~h!C!,1!t1 An entry in this column 
is only required when a conditional force is desired Csee 
column 1 or Appendix B for further discussion of 
forced-Field Sorting procedures). The entry tells the 
disk sort program which character in the control field is 
to be replaced by the character in column 18. 

If a control field contains one of several characters 
that are to be replaced with separate forced characters• 
an entry in colu•n 19 must be contained in all the 
forced-field line~ except the first. See column 19 for 
instructions. 

16 [~c~§.5! ~h!£!'1~£! This column contains the forced 
character when a forced control-field sort has been 
specified; otherwise it is blan~. The character either 
replaces the control field character specified in column 
17 or it adds a new character to the control field for 
sorted output record(s) only. Note that all the 
restrictions for a valid forced•cont~ol-field sort Csee 
discussion on column 7) apply to this entry. 

19 

Note: See Appendix B for further discussion on 
forced-Field Sorting Pr~cedures. 

[~c~_g_d [j§lg1 ~~!!iQ!~ R~Rli~JS~D!~~ If a control field 
in an input record may contain any one of several 
characters and forced-character replacements for more 
than one character are desired, a separate line is used 
to define each possible character and the forced 
character with which it is to be replaced. Note that 
colu•n 19 must be blank for the first field statement in 
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20-22 

an include set. 

1. Define the control field in columns 13-16. 

2· Enter the first character to be replaced in column 
17. 

3. Enter the character wh;ch replaces it in columns la. 

4. Enter the next character to be replaced in column 17 
of the next line. 

5. Enter the character which replaces it in column 18 of 
the same line. 

6. Enter any character except blank (~40~) in column 19 
of the same line. This s~ecification info~ms dis~ 
sort that the line refers to the sa•e control field 
in the work record as the preceding line. 

1. Repeat steps 4, ~, and 6 for any ot~er characters to 
be replaced. 

ti~!~! if column 19 were left blank, each line would 
define a new position in the work and output records. 

~R1~l if the input records are being sorted in 
ascending order CA in col~•n 18 of the header line>• 
a ~Ff~ is placed into the work record before any 
characters are forced. If descend;ng order• a aoo~ 
is placed into the worl record before any characters 
are forced. Therefore• if a force character is not 
found, the hexadeciaat characters c~rra or ~oo~> are 
left unchanged in the work record. 

~~£1!~~ Ei~l~ ~~ns!h In!L~l These colu•nns are used 
only by a Sua•ary Tag-Along• SORTfiS, sort to eli•inate 
the possibility of an overflow condition by increasing 
the length of the summary data field to alto~ for any 
anticipated overflo~. 

The overflow field length entry should reflect the sum of 
the summary data field length and the anticipated 
overflow length. The entry must be right-justified in 
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colu•n 22 and cannot exceed the maximum field length. 
Colu•ns 20-22 are ignored by a rsz and an fSV since these 
fields can be only one byte long. 

21-29 i!.illt! These columns are not used and should be left 
blank. 

40-72 -'.!1.1.IJU!!.ii These columns are available for any co••ents 
that the user wishes to make. Co•ments have no effect on 
the program•s operation. 
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This section 
SORT/UTILITY. 
SORT/UTILITY; 

covers error and warning messages generated by 
Error messages will halt further processin~ of 

warning •essa9es are informational only. 

Both error and warning sessages will be printed on SQRT/UTILITY's 
output CLINE> file. If the NOPRINT option has been specified• a 
listing wilt be generated only if there are errors or wa,-nings. 
If progra• switch 1 is set to 1 CSW1=1), any occurring errors or 
warnings will be printed to an ERROR.LINE file• along with the 
associate~ text. 

Error and warning messages associated with a specific line will 
iaaediately follow that line. Hessages associated with a record 
type, such as •INCLUDE/DELETE MISSING FRO~ PREVIOUS RECORD TYPE", 
follow that record type description. The remaining error or 
warning •essages refer to all the input specifications• such as 
the warning •DIFFERENT CONTROL FIELD LENGThS: ACTUAL <INTl> 
SPECIFIED <1HT2>•. These messages ~ilt occur at the end of the 
SORT/UTILITY listing. 

•A OlSPlACEHENT E~CEEDS HAX INPUT RECORD SIZE Of <l~Tl> BYTES" 

A displacement specified in a fixed or free format statement 
is larger than the maximum record s'ize of the specified input 
files <denoted here by <lNTl>>. 

•aLOCKlNG 15 NOT AN EVEN MULTIPLE" 

In this free for•at FILE stateme~t, the number of records per 
area specified for the current fite is not a multiple of the 
number of records per block specified. 

•coNf llClING BLOCKING" 

In this free format FILE statement• the records per area 
specified is greater than or equal to the specified records 
per block. 
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•coNfllCllNG LENGTHS· 

In the current fixed for•at INCLUDE statement• 
length described in colu•ns 9-16 conflicts with 
length described in colu•ns zo-21. 

•co~FLICTING SPECIFICATIONS· 

the field 
the field 

Header state•ents or free format FILE statements contain one 
of the following errors: 

- conflicting types of sorts have been specified, such as 
TAGSORT and SUMMARIZE 

- DISK DEFAULT has been specified in the FILE statement 
along with a records per area part 

•coNTROl FIELD LENGTH IS GREATER THAN 511 BYTES" 

The •axiaum key length of 511 bytes has Deen exceeded in one 
of the fottowing ways: 

- The su• of the control fields of the previous record type 
exceeds 511 bytes 

- The number indicated as the •axi•um key size in the fixed 
for•at header card, columns 13-11, or the free format CONTROL 
statement is greater than 511 

•CONTROL FIELDS MUST PRECEDE DATA" 

Controt fields have been found following data fields within 
the current record type. 

•DATA NAME INVALID IN THIS CONTEXT• 

A word coaposed of alphabetic characters was found outside of 
statement context. It is not a reserved word. This error 
will occur only once until a reserved word is found• 
signifying state•ent context is to be resumed. 

•DIRECTION OF REMAPPED KEY IS NOT THE SAHE" 

In the current free forsat FORCEKEY state•ent• the direction• 
ascending or descending, is not the sa•e as that of the key 
or FOACEKEY it resaps. 
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Dnly the attr;butes of a disk file can be defaulted in a free 
for•at FILE state•ent. 

•DROP CONTROL REDUNDANT DURING TAGSORT - IGNORED" 

Both TAGSORT and DROP CONTROL imply that key fields be 
excluded from output file records. DROP CONTROL will be 
programatically ignored if both are specified. 

•EXTRA FILE IN O~ OUT" 

ln the current free format FILE statement, •ore than 16 input 
files or one output file have been specified. 

•EXTRA LEFT PARENTHESIS" 

In the current free format FILE statement, an extra left 
parenthesis has been found. 

~ •fORCEKEY REMAPS MUST fOLLOH KEY OR fORCEKEY" 

0 

Only a KEY CFM or FOJ or FORCEKEY CFf) field can be remapped 
<anything but blank in column 19) by another FORCEKEY field. 

•INCLUDE/DELETE HISSING fROM PREVIOUS RECORD TYP£" 

Previous data or control fields were described before the 
current INCLUDE or DELETE statement, and they were not 
preceeded by an INCLUDE or DELETE statement. 

"INCLUDE MUST FOLLOW DELETE• 

The last DELETE statement of a record type must be followed 
by an INCLUDE statement. 

•IkCORRECT RECORD SIZE" 

In the free format FILE statement, the record size specified 
fof' the current file is described to be zero or greater than 
8191 bytes. 
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•INPUT RECORO IS DEFINED TO dE GREATER THAN 8191 BYTES" 

The displace•ents* lengths• or displacements plus lengths 
given in the record and field type statements describe input 
record positions great~r than 8191 bytes. 

•INVALID CARD TYPE" 

Colu•n 6 of the current fixed format card does not contain an 
•H"• "I"• "0"• OR •r•, nor is this ~n "ALTSEQ" card. 

"l~VALIC COLLATE STATEMENT" 

Processing of the current free format COLLATE statement has 
been terminated due to one of the following errors: 

- more than 256 items have been specified to be collated 
- could not find ending Quote or ~-sign of a literal 
- delimiter other than a quote or ~-sign found 
- •issing left parenthesis 

•INVALID CONSTANT• 

The nu•e~ic constant of the currer.t free f or•at statement 
contains non-numeric integers. 

·I~VALID CONTROL STATEMENT" 

No number has been given to represent the maximum sum of the 
control fields. 

·I~YALID DATA STATEMENT" 

Processing of the current free format DATA statement has been 
ter•inated due to one of the following errors: 

the statement is inco1plete• tength or displacEment missing 
- the displacement or length given is zerc 

•tHYALID DATA TYPE• 

Colu•n 8 of the current fixed format record or field type 
statement does not contain a "l"• "D"• "P"' •c•. "U" or "V" • 
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The free format FILE statement has one of the following 
errors: 

- device type is either missing or not equal to one of the 
following: DISK, PACK, CARO, CARDS, TAPE or PRINTER 

- the current input file's device type has been specified 
as PRINTER 

"INVALID DISPLACEMENT" 

A displacement was expected, but one of the following 
conditions was found: 

the item is non-numeric 
- the item is zero 
- in fixed format only: 

an ending displacement is blank 
an ending displaceNent is of s•aller value than a 
starting displacement 

·I~YALIO DROP CONTROL STATEMENT" 

The expected word "CONTROL" is missing. 

•tNVALIO FIELC TYPE" 

In the c~~rent fixed format field statement• column 1 does 
not contain a "O"• "N"' "f"• "0" or "S". 

•INVALID FILE NAME• 

The file name in the current free for1at file statement was 
invalid for one of the following reasons: 

- file name found does not fo\lcw standard 01800/81700 file 
naming conventions 

- left and right parentheses must be in quotes 

•INVALID FILE STATEMENT" 

Processing of the FILE statement has been terminated due to 
its incompleteness Csee syntax for explanation of 
non-optional parameters> • 
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A non-numeric token was found following the word "flXEO". 
Only the word "FIXED" or •fIXEO" followed by a number should 
be ~resent on this.record. 

•INVALID FORCEOATA SlATEHENT" 

Processing of the current free for1at fORCEOATA statement has 
been ter•inated due to one of the following reasons: 

- expected left parenthesis is missing 
- constant not found 

"l~VALIC fORCEKEY STATEMENT" 

Processing of the current free format FURCEKEY statement has 
been terminated due to one of the following reasons: 

- expected left parenthesis is wissing 
- displace~ent given is zero 
- displacement is given but not followed by two constants 

•INVALID INCLUDE/DELETE STATEMENT" 

Processing of 
statement has 
reasons: 

the current free for1at INCLUDE/DELETE 
been terminated due to one of the following 

- an "ANO" or •OR" was spec;fied but no further specifications 
followed 

- expected left parenthesis is aissing 
- two displacements, or one disptacement and one delimited 

constant are missing 
- non-numeric token found when expected numeric displacement 
- •cELETE" is specified followed by no further specifications 
- displace•ent or l~n9th given is zero 

"!~VALID KEY STATEMENT• 

Processing of the current free for&at KEY statement has been 
tersinated due to one of the follo~ing reasons: 

expected left parenthesis is missing 
- displacement or length given is zerc 
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In a free format KEYr DATA or SUMMARYOATA statementr a length 
was expected where a non-numeric token was found. 

"INVALID LITERAL" 

If the error message js referring to a free format COLLATE 
statementr then the error is due to one of the following: 

- duplicate specifjcation of collated characters 
• hex pair of. integers required to specify a characterr or 

position was not found 
- dash or left parenthesis followed by another dash or left 

parenthesis 
- dashr left parenthesisr or valid hexadecimal character 

expected but not found 
- beginning value of range is eQual to ending value 

If the error message is referrin~ to a free for•at 
INCLUDE/DELETE state•ent, then the error is due to the 
f otlowing: 

- ending del~miter of constant not found on current record 

If the error message is referring to a free format FORCEKEYr 
fORCEDATA or OVERFLOW statementr the error is due to one of 
the following: 

- delimiter other than quote or ~-sign found 
- ending delimiter of constant not found on current record 
- constant specified describes aore than one byte of data 

"lNVALIC MEMORY STATEMENT" 

No number or a number less than 8000 was given following the 
word "MEHORY" or "HE". 

"IHVAL~C OVERFLOW STATEMENT" 

Processing of the current free forsat OVERFLOW statement has 
b~en termjnated. No token or a token other than quote or 
~-sign was found following a left parenthesis. 

"INVALID PARITY PART" 

Processing of the FILE statement has been 
token or a token other than •£•, "EVEN"' 
found following a left parenthesis • 

terminated. No 
"0" or "000" was 
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•INVALID RECORDS PER fLOCK• 

Processing of the FILE state•ent has been terminated. The 
nu•ber of records per block was specified as zero. 

•INVALID RELATIOH• 

In the current fixed format record type statement• columns 
17-16 do not contain "EQ•, •NE•, •LT•• "Gf•, •LE" OR "GE•. 

•IWVALIC RELATION FOR ZONE• 

In the current fixed format Record type statement• 
contains a •z•, indicating a zore type field; 
colu•ns 17-16 m~y only contain "EQ• or •NE•. 
•equal to• or "not equal to• relations. 

"INVALID SUHHARYOATA STATEMENT" 

colu•n 8 
therefore• 
indicating 

Processing of the current SUMMARYDATA state•ent has been 
ter•inated due to one of the following reasons: 

- expected left parenthesis is •issing 
- displacement or length are not given 
- displacement or length are ze~o 

·I~VALID TYPE COMBINATION" 

In· the current fixed format Field Type statement one of the 
following errors occur: 

- colu•n 7 contains "N" or •o• and colu•n 8 contains a "V" 
- colu•n 7 contains an "f" and cotu•n 8 contains "P"• "0" or "Y" 

•tNYALIO ZIP STATEMENT• 

Processing of the ZIP statement has been ter•inated due to 
one of the following reasons: 

- deli•iting beginning quote not found 
- •essage is longer than 256 characters 
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"MINIMUM TAPE RECORD SIZE ALLOWABLE IS 8 BYTES" 

In the free format FILE statement• the hardware type has been 
specified as tape and the specified record size i~ less th~n 
8 bytes. 

"MiSSING ENDING QUOTE" 

Ending quote was not found before tbe end of the current 
record. In the case of a ZIP statement, an ending Quote was 
not found before the end of the CARDS tile. 

"MlSSl~G LEFT PARENTHESIS" 

In the current free format Record or field type statement• a 
left parenthesis was expected and ~ot found. 

"HISSING RECORD SIZE" 

In the free format FILE state•ent1 a numeric token 
representing record size was expected follo~ing hardware type 
but not found. ~ecord size must be given unless DISK DEFAULT 
is specified. 

"HlSSI~G ~ECORDS PER AREA PART" 

In the free format FILE statement• 
as the hardware type followed 
indicating a records per area and 
areas specification to follow. 
non-numeric token was found. 

"MISSING RIGHT PARENTHESIS" 

DISK or PACK 
by a left 
optionally 
Either no 

was specified 
parenthesis, 

a nu•ber of 
token or a 

A right parenthesis was expected to terminate the previous 
statement. No tokens were found and all other specifications 
for this statement were optional. 

"MULTIPLE FILES ON DISK ONLY" 

In the free format FILE statement• HULTI was specified with 
other than a DISK or PACK hardware type. Multi-pack files 
are only defined for DISK or PAC~ • 
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No valid KEY C"FN" or •fO" Col. . E-7) or FORC£KEY ("ff" Col. 
&-1> type statements have been found in the previous record 
type. 

"HUST HAVE DATA FIELDS WHEN DROPPING CONTROL• 

DROP CONTROL has been specified in the header cards. No 
valid DATA or FORCEDATA c·o· Col. 7) or SUMHARYDATA ("S" 
Col. 7) fields have been defined in the previous record 
type. 

"NEEOS AT LEAST <X> BITS HORE DYNAMIC HEHORY• 

Me•ory requirements for buffers, keys. etc Csee DYNAMIC 
MEMORY USAGE, page 0-1> exceed the defa~lt vatue of 32000 
bits. 

"NO CLOSE RELEASE Of DISK FILES" 

In the free format FILE statement• RELEASE was specified with 
a hardware type of OISK or PACK. Close release is only 
d e f i n e d for non - d i s k f i l e s • 

"NO INPUT FILE SPECIFIED• 

The FPB values for hardware type and file name have not been 
altered1 with a FILE statement or file equates• from their 
initial values of SPO and null, respectively• in any of the 
input file FPB•S. 

•No INPUT SPECIFICATIONS" 

Ne valid statements were found in the CARDS file. 

•No HORE HEADER CARDS AllOWEOa 

' All header type statements must occur before all record or 
field type statements in the CARDS file • 
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the 
No 

COLLATE statement 
tokens or a left 

If the error refers to a free format statement: 
- A nu•eric toten was expected following the words "CONTROL"• 

"MEMORY" or "HE" but none was found. 

If the error refers to a fixed format state•ent: 
A numeric token was expected but not found in the header 
card in columns 13-17,. indicating maximum control key length• 
or columns 29-32• indicating maximu~ output record length. 

"NOT HEXADECIMAL VALUE" 

A hexadecimal number was expected, delimited by ~-signs. 
Integers found were other than "Ol23456789ABCDEf". 

"NUMBER IS TOO BIG" 

The number f.ound is larger than expected. The limits used 
are as follows: 

- •aximum number cf areas allowable is 105 
- all numbers •ust be less than 8 integers long• except 

constants 

"ONE FIXED HEADER CARO" 

Hore than one fixed header card .. "H" in column 6,. has been 
found. 

"OUTPUT RECORD IS OEFINEO TO BE GREATER THAN 8191 BYTES" 

The saximum output record length of 8191 bytes has been 
exceeded in one of the following ways: 

- the nu•ber indicated as the maximum output record size 
in the fixed format header car-cl, column 29-32,. is greater 
t h an 81 91 by t e s 

- the sum of the data and control field type cards Cdata 
only if drop control has been specified) of the previous 
record type exceeds 8191 bytes 
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In a sum•ary sort, only one OVERFLOW indicator may be 
described. It must be the same <same output record position, 
sa•e literals> every time it is defined. 

•PHEVIOUS INCLUDE All ENCOUNTERED" 

Once an INCLUDE ALL has been described, no other INCLUUE or 
OELETE statements Crecord type statements> are allowable. 

•PURGE INPUT FILES ONLY" 

PUR~E has been specified as the output f ite•s close type. 
Close purge aay only be performed on an input file. 

•RELEASE ON OUTPUT ONLY" 

RELEASE has been specified as an input file's close type. 
Close release may only be performed on the output file. 

•SIGH NOT ALLOWED" 

The constant delimited by number signs CM), or specified in 
fixed format contains the sign symbol, • or -, but has a type 
of ALPfiA, ZONE, DIGIT, UA, c, Z or 0 Consigned type) • 

• 

•SPECIFIED TWICE" 

The only type of statements that may be specified more than 
once are: FIX[O, INCLUDE• DELETE, K£Y, fORCEKEY, DATA, 
FCfiCECATA, SUHMARYOATA and OVEHFLO~. 

•tAGSORT INVALIO FOR MULTIPLE FILE INPUT• 

The word "f AGSORT"' in free format, or "SORTA", in fixed 
format1 has been specified with more than one input file. 
Relative record pointers would not be meaningful • 
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No file na•e was given• either with a file statement or file 
equate• to the input disk file being defined. 
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In the fixed forr.at header card, colu•n 26 does not contain 
an •s" or a blank. An alternate collating sequence will be 
expected. 

"CHARACTER CONSTANT LENGTH TRUNCATED TO 20 CHARACTERS" 

In the current fixed format INClUDE/OELETE statement. the 
length specified in columns 9-16 is greater than 20 bytes and 
a co~stant has been specified. The length will be truncated 
to 20 bytes. 

"CONFLICTING OVERFLOW FIELDS - fORCEDATA CfCVl ASSUMED" 

In a sum•ary sort• only one OVERFLOW indicator may be 
described. The OVERFLOW indicator last described differed• 
either in output record position or indicated literal, from 
the first OVERFLOW indicator described in the input 
specifications. This field will be altered to describe a 
fORCECATA field. 

•CONSTANT AND FIELD LENGTHS DIFFER" 

In the current free format INCLUDE or CELETE statement• the 
length of the constant specified is different than the given 
field length. 

"CONSTANT FROM FREE FORMAT INPUT WILL BE TRUNCATED" 

An INCLUDE or DELETE statement is Jeing interpreted to free 
fo,aat syntax due to the TEACH command. It contains a 
constant greater than 20 characters in length. This 
indicates the statement was specified in free format 
originally. The constant wilt be truncated to 20 characters • 
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•01FfERE~T CONTROL FIELO LENGTHS: ACTUAL <INTl> SPECIFIE~ <INT2>" 

The control field length specified in the fixed or free 
for•at header statements differs from the actual maximu• sum 
of the control fields described for any record type. The 
values in bytes for these figures are given in this warning 
•essager (denoted here by <INTl> and <IN12>). 

"DIFFERENT OUTPUT RECORD SIZES: ACTUAL <INTl> SPECIFIED <INT2>" 

The output record size specified in the fixed foraat header 
state•ent or the free format FILE statement• differs fro• the 
actual maximum output record size described by the field type 
statements of ~ach record type. The values in bytes for 
these figures are given in the warning sessager (denoted here 
by <INTI> and <INT2>). 

•DROP CO~TROL ASSUMED - COLU~N 28 NOT X" 

In the fixed format header card• column 28 does not contain 
an •x• or a blank. Control fields will be dropped from the 
output f He. 

•IHPUT FILE <FILE NAHE> MISSING" 

An open was attempted on the dis~ file specif;ed in this 
statesent, (denoted here as <FILE NAME>l1 but the file was 
not found on disk. 

"INVALIU CONTI~UATION - OR ASSUMED" 

In the current fixed format INCLUDE or DELETE statement C"l" 
or •o• Column 6), column 7 does not contain either an "A"• 
•o•, •*• or a blank. The current INCLUOE/OELETE statement 
will be "0R"ed with the previous lNCLUOE/CELETE. 

•INVALID FACTOR-2 TYPE - CONSTANT ASSUHEO" 

In the current fixed format INCLUDE/DELETE statement, column 
19 does not contain a "C" or •r• indicating constant or 
fieldr respectively. It will be assu•ed that FACTOR-2 will 
be described with a constant • 
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In the current fixed or free format summary statement, the 
overflow length given is less than / the field length 
indicated. The field length will be used as the output 
len~th for this field. 

•INYALIC SORT TYPE - ASSUMED TO BE SORTR• 

In the fixed for•at header card, columns 1-12 do not contain 
·either "SOHTR"1 "SORTRS" or "SORTA" left justified. "SORTR"' 
a tag•along sort, is assumed. 

"MORE THAN ONE OVERFLOW FIELD CFSV) - FORCEDATA CFUVl ASSUHEO" 

Hore than one overflow field ("fSV" column &·8) has been 
described in the current record type description. It will be 
altered to describe a FORCEOATA ("fDV" colu•n G-B> field. 

•NO VALID ALTS£Q STATEMEHTS FOUND" 

The fixed format header card contained an "S" in column 26 
indicating an alternate cotlate statement is to be specified. 
No fixed or free format collate statement was found. 

•NUMBER Of SUMMARY f IELOS IS INCONSISTENT" 

A different number 
has been described in 
defi~ed in the first 
SUMHARYOATA or OVERFLOW 

of SUHMARYOATA fields C"fS• column 6-7) 
the current record type than "as 
record type description containing 

fields ("f5V" column 6-8). 

"RECORD SIZE ALTERED DUE TO TAGSORT - 4 BYTES" 

The •axi•u• sum of the key and data fields Cdata only if drop 
control is specified> is not equal to 4 Oytes. The output 
record size wilt be 4 bytes and will contain the relative 
record pointers to the sorted file. 

•SEQUENCE NUHBERS ARE OUT Of ORDER" 

The current fixed format sequence number given in columns i-s 
is less than or equal to the previous sequence number. The 
order of the input cards will not be altered. 
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•SHOULD DROP CONTROL FIELDS OUE TO ALTERED CATA" 

The input specifications contain one of the following: 
- control fields to be sorted in descending order 
- control fields defined to be of signed type 
- an alternate collating sequence 

Any of these conditions will cause the control fields to 
contain altered data. Control fields should be dropped fro• 
the output file. 

"SIGNED f IELO USED WITH COLLATE - ALPHA ASSUMED" 

in the current fixed or free format INCLUDE/DELETE state•ent• 
the type specified is signed1 i.e., SA1 SN, ~SN, RSA1 P or u. 
Collating cannot be perfor•ed on a signed field. The type 
will be changed to unsigned alpha. 

•SUMMARY FIELD IS INCONSISTENT• 

The previous SUMHARYOATA field ("fS" column 6•7) differs from 
its corresponding SUMHARYDATA field in the first record type 
description containing SUHHARYOATA or OVERFLOk fields ("fSV" 
coluan 6•8). Either the outp~t record positions or the 
specified literals differ. 

"TOO FEh FIXED CARDS" 

A nu•ber was specified in the FIXED statement indicating that 
nu•ber of tixed format records would follow. An £ND-OF-FILE 
condition was found before that nu1ber was reached • 
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To change the standard collating sequerce, an "S" is coded in 
coluan 26 of the header specification and "ALTSEQ" is coded in 
the first six positions. As many ALTSEQ statements as needed may 
be used; each statement must begin with ALTSEQ and can contain a 
maximum of 96 positions. 

NOTE: Do not use a packed or unpacked factor-1 in an include or 
oait record type specification CP or U in colu•n 8) if the 
alternate collating sequence is specified. 

1) ALTSEQ. is placed in the first six positions to indicate to 
disk sort that the standard collating sequence is being 
altered. 

123456 

-~------~--------------------------------IAILITISl[IQI I I 1 I t I I I I I 

-----------------------------------------

2> The next two positions are left blank. 

12345678 

---------~-----------------------------~-
IAILIHSIEIQlblbl I I I I I I I I <b = bl anlc> 

3) Enter the hex equivalent of the ~haracter being taken out of 
nor•al sequence. 

1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

----------------------------------------· IAILITISIEtQI I lhlnl I I I I I I Chn =hex number> 
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4) Enter the hex equivalent of the value the 
specified in columns 9 and 10 is to assuwe in the 
sequence. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

------~----------------------------------

character 
collating 

IAILITISIEIQI t lhl nl hi nl I I I Chn:: hex number> 

--------------~--------------------------

5) Use as many pairs of 3) and 4) as the numoer of characters 
being taken out of normal sequence. 

6) No spaces are left between sets of hex nu•bers. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
-----~------------------------~----------
1AILITISIEIQI I lhl nl hi nl hi nl hi nl 

--------------------------------~--------

7) Further specification lines are used to continue, following 
the rules indicated int> through 6). 

8) A double asterisk is used in positions 1 and Z to indicate 
the end of the ALTSEQ statements. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lit 15 16 

IAtllTISIEIQI I lhl nl hi nl hi nl hi ni 

IAILITISl£1QI I lhl nl hi nl hi nl nl nl 

IAILITISl£1QI I lhl nl hi nl hi nl hi nl 

l•l•I I I I I I I I 

--------------~--------------------------
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Input to indicate use of the alternate collating sequence must be 
in the following order: 

Sequence Specifications 
a. Head er l i n e 
b. ALTSEQ statements 
c. •• 
d. Record type lines as ~equired 
e. field description lines as required 

NOTES: A character being moved into a sequenc~ position assigned 
to another character will occupy the same position and 
are considered equal Csee ALTSEQ Statements• Example 1). 
If the characters are not to be equal• the character that 
normally occupies the position must also be moved <see 
ALTSEQ Statements• Example 2). 

ALTSEQ statements can change: 
1. factor-1 and factor-z 
2· Normal and opposite control fields 
3. Control field characters before they are 

replaced or added to by forced fields 

ALJSEQ statements cannot change: 
1. Data fields in records 
2. forced control field characters 

Exa•ple t: To change the sequence of one character: 

ALTSEQ ALTSEQ 40FO 
Statements ** 

Explanation: Blank (40) is moved to the position in the 
collating sequence occupied by zero CFO>. 
Blanks and zeros are• therefore• consider
ed equal. 
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Exaaple 2: To change the sequence of several characters: 

ALTSEQ 
State•ents 

ALT~EQ 5BC8C8C9C9D1 
•• 

Explanation: 5BC8 •oves S (58> to the position occupied 
by H CC8). 

C8C9 moves H CCB> to the position occupied 
by 1 CC9l. 

C901 •ave~ I (C9) to the position occupied 
by J (01). 

The S is inserted between G and H as follows: 
A•B•C•D•E•f •G•S•H•i <I and J occupy the 
s a• e po s i t i on> 
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1. fitl in colu•ns 1•6 as they would r.ormally be filled in. 

Z• Put an F in colu•n 7. 

l· Define the position of the control field for the input record 
in columns 13-1&. 

4. Enter the character that is to be replaced in column 17. 

5. Enter the character that is to replace it in column 16. 

t. fill in columns 1-6 as they would r.or•ally be filled in. 

l· Put an f in column 1. 

3. Put the character which replaces the control tield in column 
1 e. 

4. Enter the character that is to be replaced in column 19. 
(The character entered in column 19 informs the disk sort 
that the line is a continuation of the preceding line.> 

5. Leave columns 9-17 blank. 

If a force-all line is not placed after a conditional force line 
and the sort program does not find the specified characters in 
the control field of the input record• the program 

* Replaces the control field character with ~ff~ if ascending 
sequence is specified in the header line. 

Replaces the control field character with aoo- 1f descending 
sequence is specified in the header line. 

1. fill in colu•ns 1•6 as they would r.or•ally be filled in. 

2. Put an f in column 7. 
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l. fut the character which replaces the control field in columns 
18. 

4. leave columns 9-17 blank. 

~JUUiii.ii.11.s !.D !J.X.1£112!! l.o.sU&.11.su: fi$!l.2 

1. filt in columns 1•6 as they would nor•ally be filled in. 

z. Put an S in. column 1. 

1. Put a V in column a. 

4. Enter a 
asterisk 
sumaary 
o¥erf low 

character in column 17 if replacement with an 
C*> is not desired. If overflow occurs in any 
data field in the record, the initial value of the 
field is replaced by the character in colur.n 17. 

5. Enter a character in column 18. If none of the summary data 
fields overflow, the overflow field will contain the 
character specified in column 18 • 

. NOTE: Only one overflow indicator ma~ be defined for all 
record types. 
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<r e c or d t y p e > 

<field type> 

CONTROL 10 
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INCLUDE (69 LEQ 40 6 DIGIT> 

KEY (7 4 A UA) Cl 6 A UA) 
DATA Cll 14 UA> (28 2 UA> C30 5) 

C46 5) (69 6) (81 &> (87 5) 
C92 S> C75 &> 

TAG SORT 
CONTROL 10 

KEY C7 4 UA> Cl 6 DIGIT> 

OROP CONTROL 
CONTROL 1 

INCLUDE (7 LEQ "0130" 4 DIGIT> AhO 
Cl GEQ "0126" 4 OIGIT> 

KEY (7 4 UA> C97 3 0 DIGIT> 
OATA Cl 6) (7 4) (97 3> ClOG 6) 

CONTROL 13 

. INCLUDE Cl EQL "R" UA l 

fORCEKEY ("1") 
KEY (6 6 DIGIT> 
OATA (2 4) (12 5) C17 6) (23 5) 

INCLUDE Cl EQL "l" UA) 

fORCEKEY ("2"1 
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KEY CZ 6 DIGIT> (28 6 DIGIT> 
DATA (6 5) <13 7> (20 8) (34 1> C35 5) 

INCLUDE Ct EQL "A" UA> 

FORCEKEY {"3") 
KEY (2.6 DIGIT> 
DATA (8 1) (9 51 (21t 4) C 18 G) 

SUMMARIZE 
CONTROL 6 

INCLUDE Cl EQl "A" UAl 

KEY (2 6 UA> 

SUMMARIZE 
CONTROL 7 

INCLUDE (1 EQL "I" UA> 

KEY (13 7 UA> 
fORCEDATA C" ") ("I") 

. SUMMARYDATA (40 3 DIGIT> 
fORCECATA (" ") {"S"J 
SUHMARYDATA (43 8 RSA> 
OVERFLOW CX> 

DROP CONTROL 
CONTROL 8 

DELETE (23 EQL "X") 
INCLUDE 

KEY C15 8 RSA) 
OATA Cl 23 UA> 
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FILE INVETORY CDIS~ DEFAULT> INVYH04 <TAPE 111 10) INVYR03 
CTAPE 111 10) INVYR02 ClAPE 111 10) INVYR01 
CTAPE 111 10> OUTPUT COISK DEFAULT> 

<header type> 

<record type> 

<field type> 

<header type> 

CONTROL 13 

INCLUDE C7 EQL "0126" 4 DIGIT> ~Nd 
(87 EQL "00023" 5 DIGIT> OR 
C7 EQL "0126" 4 DIGIT> AND 
C87 EQL "C00108" 6 DIGIT> OR 
C7 EQL "0126" 4 OIGIT > ANO 
(87 EQL "CllZO" 5 DIGIT> 

KEY Cl04 2 A UA> C87 5> Cl 6 DIGIT> 
OATA C7 4) C97 3> <106 61 

CONTROL 6 

INCLUDE (44 EQL "+" DIGIT> ANO <record type> 
(87 LEQ "1" R SN) AND :Displacement 

:specified ; n 
:bytes 

(87 GTR "0" ff SN) ANO :Displacement 
: specified in 
:bytes 

(45 EQL -~- ZONE) ANO 
( 45 EQL "8" OIGIT> 

<field type> KEY ( 1 6 DIGIT> 
DATA C7 105 UA} 

is 
half 

i s 
half 
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Oyna•ic •e•ory is allocated from two stacks which ru~ together. 
Permanent memory spaces are at low address <the beginning of 
dynamic memory> locations. Temporary spaces are allocated from 
the limit register down and each piece has an associated length 
field of 16 bits. This allows temporary chunks to be returned 
either one at a time in a LIFO manner or atl at once. Returned 
areas are zero filled. 

Permanent space is used for ID.KEYS. f .KEYS and the collate 
table. Temporary mesory is used for record buffers• temporary 
constants and all short durati-0n items. 

The default size for dynamic memory is 32000 bits and is 
sufficient for •ost runs. Should this prove insufficient• 
however• SORT/UTILITY will terminate after displaying the 
aessage: 

NEEDS AT LEAST <X> BITS MORE DYNAMIC MEMORY. 

X is the exact amount of additional memory required for that one 
specific allocation to succeed. A future run given 32000 + X 
will successfully process beyond that point but subsequent 
allocations •ay halt SORT/UTILITY again. 

Since dynamic memory usage in SORT/UTILITY i3 dynamic, and pieces 
are returned and retrieved often• no exact figure can be 
calculated for the total required. 

A linked list structure is created internally by SORT/UTILITY and 
stored in permanent dynamic memory. It is created from the input 
specifications and used in processing the wor~ and output files. 
Th~ linked list is made up of "KEYS". There are two types of 
keys: the IO.KEY which holds atl infor•ation needed to describe 
an INCLUDE/DELETE type statement and the f .KEY which holds all 
inforaation needed to describe a field type state•ent Ci.e •• KEY, 
FORCEKEY, DATA, fORCEOATA• SUHHARYDATA, or OVERFLOW>. 

There are various chains running through the linked list Csee 
figure 0-1>. The primary chain Lin's are IO.KEY and F.KEY 
entries. The head of this chain is called ID.HEAD. ID.HEAD 
points to the first IO.KEY. All 10.KEY•s are linked together by 
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the field ID.LINK. The IO.f .LINK field of each IO.KEY links 
f.KEYS to their associated IO.KEY•s. That is, all ID.KEY•s 
describing INCLUDE/DELETE statements of the same record type have 
the same IO.F.LINK pointer. This ID.F.LINK pointer points to the 
first F.KEY describins a field stateme~t for this record type. 
f.KEY•s of a record type are linked by the f.LlNK field. A value 
of -1 indicates the end of a linked list. 

The sumsary keys chain is initially pointed to by the pointer 
s.HEAD. This chain is made up of F.KEY entries describing 
SUMMARYDATA statements of the first record type description 
containing SUHHARYOATA or OVERFLOW state•ents. These are the 
SUMMAAYDATA statements that define any summarizing to be 
perfor•ed •. 

The 01.PTR .field points to an f.KEY describing an OVERFLOW 
statement, if there is one. This statement wust also be defined 
in the first record type description containing su•mary 
inforaation. If both S.HEAC and OI.PTR have a value of -1, there 
are no SUHHARYOATA or OVERFLOW state•ents in the input 
specifications. 

At a minimu•• there will be one ID.KEl and one F.KEY entry in 
this linked list structure. One extra IO.KEY entry will exist 
which will not represent an INCLUDE/OELETE statement• unless the 
last INCLUDE/OELETE was an INCLUDE ALL state•ent or an i1plied 
INCLUDE All situation existed. In other words, if there are no 
INCLUDE or DELETE statements in the input specifications• there 
wilt be only one IO.KEY entry in the tinked list representing an 
INCLUDE ALL. If the last INCLUOE/OELETE was an INCLUDE ALL 
state•ent• the number of IO.KEY entries will equal the number of 
INCLUDE/DELETE statements. In all other cases there will be one 
•ore ID.KEY entry than IHCLUOE/OELETE statements, and tne extra 
witl be the last IO.KEY. 

The last IO.KEY entry of the list will only point to f.KEY 
entries Cby way of its 10.F.LlNK field> if it represents an 
INCLUCE Alt situation o~ statement. 

'··- r · "1'?rett ,.:..· 
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f .KEYCOl 
1------1------1 

1----->IF.LINKIS.LINKI 
I 1------1------1 

l<·--1 1---> I l<--1 -1 
I ·-------·---------· I ' ·------·------· I I I 
I 10.KEYC 11 • I f .KEH 1 l 
I ·-------·---------· I I 1------1------1 
1--·>IIO.LlhKIIO.f.LINKI I 1·->Jf .LlNKIS.LINKI <--S.H£AO 

·-------·---------· I ------1----- • 1 
<·------· 1·-·>I l<--1 &·->I 

·-------·---------· 
A VALUE or -1 
INDICATES THE 
ENO Of A CHAIN 

ID.KEYC21 *** 
1-------1-------~-1 

-->110.LINKIIO.f.LINKI 

1 · I -- -- ·- t - --- - •I I 
I I 
I f .K£YC21 I 
I 1------1------1 I 
1·->lf.LINKIS.LINKl<·-1 

1------1------1 
l<--1 -1 
I 1------1------1 
I 
I f .KEYCll 
I 1--·---1------1 
1-->lf .LINKIS.LINKI <·-OI.PTR ·------·------· 

-1 -1 
1------1------1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• f .KEY£4l • 1------1------1 • 1-------1---------1 1----------->IF.LINKIS.LINKI • 

-1 1-->I • 1------1-----·1 
·-------·---------· 
*** ID.KEYC21 WILL ONLY 

POINT TO F.KEYS IF 
IO.KEYC2J REPRESENTS 
AN "INCLUIJE ALL'" 
STATEMENT 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

l<---1 -1 
I 1-------1------1 
I 
I F.KEYC51 
I t---~--1--~---1 

1--->lf .LINKIS.LINKI ·------·------· 
-1 -1 1------1-----... 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Figure D•l: INTERNAL KEYS CHAI~ AFTER SYNTAX PHASE 
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Work records are built with keys on thE right and relative record 
pointers on. the left. Relative record pointers are eight decimal 
digits• 4 bytes~ long. SORT is catted with the work file as 
input and the output file as output. The ~eys are truncated when 
the output file is written because its record size is four 
characters. No output pass is done. 

Work records are built with input file number• relative record 
pointer, record type key pointe~• and keys. SORT is called with 
input and output file .of WORK. An output pass uses information 
fro• the work records to create the output records by 
tagsearching the original input records. 

~YJUS!Bl 

Processing is the same as a record sort except during the output 
pass. The key of each work record is compa,ed to the next. When 
they are equal, the summary fields are added together. An output 
record is written when they are not eqial • 
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file equates specified at executior time will override file 
state1ent specifications for the following attributes: 

RECORD SIZE · 
RECORDS PER BLOCK 
BLOCKS PER AREA 
AREAS 
NAME 
HARDWARE 

The file statement will override for the following attributes: 

CODE TYPE 
PARITY 
MULTI PACK 

Hissing attributes, those not specified oy file eQuates or a FILE 
state•ent, will be given SOL defaults unless the file is on disk. 
If the file is on disk• the attributes will coae fro~ the disk 
file header. The SOL defaults will be taken fro• the FPS of a 
file with the internal name of "OEFAULT•. 

Output files specified as DISK DEFAULT. will 9et default 
attributes from the first input file .if it resides on disk. 
Otherwise• assignment rules are identical to those described 
above. 

If the file is ·to be inctuded in SORT/UTILITY•s input data, 
either the name field1 FOP.NAMES, or the hardware field• 
FPB.HCWR, •ust be altered in an input file's FPB. 
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If the state•ent "RESTART" is specified in the input 
specifications, the SO~T/UTILITY run hill be made ftrestartable". 
This allows the user to restart the ;ob at various points in case 
of an abnormal terminate. A SORT/UTILITY run is restarted by 
specifying "RESTART" followed by the abnormally ter•inated 
SORT/UTILITY 1 s job nu1ber. 

A SORT/UTILITY run is divided as follows: 

FIRST PASS 

SECOND PASS: 
Clast pass> 

SYNTAX ANALYSIS 
INPUT FILE VERIFICATIONS 
GENERATION Of WOR~ FILE 

SORT 

GENERATION or OUTPUT FILE 

If the SDRT/UTILITY run has been specified as restartable, and 
the program abnormally terminates before the end of the first 
pass, the restarted job will resume at the beginning of the first 
pass .• 

If the job abnormally terminates during the SORT phase, the 
restarted job will RESTART the SORT phase, skipping everything in 
the first pass ~xcept the syntax analysis. 

If the SORT/UTILITY run abnormally ter•inates in the last pass, 
the restarted job will re~ume at the beginning of the last pass, 
skipping everything befcre that except the syntax analysis. The 
syntax analysis will always be performed. 

When a job is being restarted, it is also being •ade restartable • 
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SWO=l Causes the specifications <usually a CARDS file> to be 
read from the accept queue. A blank accept terminates the 
input. 

SW1=1 If errors are detected in the specifications• they will be 
written to .the ERROR.LINE file. 

SWZ=l This switch setting makes the SORT restartable• and• if 
the last 24 bits of the progra•"switches are not zero• a 
restart of the specified job nu•ber is effected. This 
c~nnot be used when debugging. 

SWl Debugging 
=l Trace (print> all of the conditional halts to the LINE 

file. 
=Z .Print all tokens found by GET.TOKEN. 
=4 Print contents of keys and fPB•s when they are accessed. 
=8 Allows halting at a sequence nusber specified in the 

right•ost 24 bits of all the program switches. 
Co•binations of values •ar be used • 
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SORT/UTILITY specifications can be co•piled in the sa•e manner as 
the SORT program. The oDject file generated can then be executed 
to ihitiate a SORT/UTILITY run using the co•piled specifications. 
The state•ent requir~~ is: 

. CLI J 
CO <object file na•e> CWITHJ SORT/UTILITY CSAJ ; 

C SY J 

fl CARDS NAME <input specifications file name> ; 

NOTES: 1. Bractets• Cl• denote an optional ite•· 
2· See the Software Operational Guide syntax for the 

COMPILE state•ent. 

file equates can be used with the generated object file to alter 
input or output f ite specifications. Program switches can be 
used to specify RESTART when using this compiling method Csee 
Appendix Hon Program Switches>. 
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ALTERNATE COLLATING SEQUENCE A-1 
Blank: 3•4• 1-24 
COOING fiULES A-1 
Coding: Multiple Replacement 3-23 
Collating Sequence: 1-4 
Co••ents: 3•12 •. 3-24 

. COMPILING I•l 
Conditionally Forced Character: J-22 
Continuation or Comment: 1-e 
Control fi~lds: 3-17 
co•TRCL SPEtIFICATIO~S 2-2 
Data fields: 3-17 
DAIA STRUCTURES 0-1 
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Defining a Conditional force Character B-1 
Oefining a force-All Character R•l 
Defining an Unconditional Force Character e-1 
DYNA~IC ~EMORY USAGE D-1 
EfiROR HESS~GES 4-1 
EXAMPLES 2-5 
f .KEY D-1 
factor-1 location: 3-11 
factor-2 Constant: 3-12 
Factor-2 field: 3•12 
field Location: 3-22 
field or Constant: 3-11 
FIELD SPECIFICATIONS 2-3 
Field Totat: 3-3 
Field Type Cards . 2-12 
Field Type or Co•ments: 3•15 
FILE ATTRIBUTE ASSIGNMENT PffECEDENCE F-1 
File Close: 3-4 
FIXED FORMAT SPECIFiCATIONS 3•1 
Forced Character: 3-22 
forced Control Fields: 3-17 

·Forced Field: Multiple Reptace•ents: 3-22 
f ORCED•flELO SORTING PROCEDURES 8•1 
fREE fOfiHAT SPECIFICATIONS 2•1 
Heade~ Type Cards z-5 
ID.KEY D•l 
INPUT ORDER A•.3 
Inter~retation: 3-e, 3-19 
INTRODUC~ION 1-1 
Line Nu•ber: 3-3, 3-7, 3-15 
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Line Type: 3-3, 3-7, 3-15 
LINKED CATA STRUCTURES 0-1 
HES SAGES 4-1 
Opposite Control Fields: 3-17 
Order: 3-3 · 
Overflow field Length Entry: 3-23 
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